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A Letter from CEO, Kris Ahrend
It’s hard to believe we’ve begun our second year of operations! I am pleased to report that we
have continued to make positive progress in several areas, building on the work we did in 2021.
For the first Quarter Note of this year, we will recap some of our key performance metrics
from 2021 and preview some of the things we’re already working on in 2022.
Since the last edition of this newsletter, we published our 2021 Interim Annual Report,
recapping the work we did in the lead up to the License Availability Date on January 1,
2021, highlighting some of our key performance metrics from our first full year of
operations. We compiled this interim report at the request of U.S. Copyright Office. We will
issue our first full annual report (also covering 2021) later this summer.

Read Full Letter

Now available on the Governance page of our website, The MLC’s 2021 Interim Annual
Report offers a look into how we built the organization and began fulfilling our important
mission during our first full year of operations. The report also highlights some of our key
performance metrics from 2021; includes a summary of our start-up expenses, operating
expenses for 2021, and our budget for 2022; and previews some of our plans for 2022.

More Details

https://8718396.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/68324353083?portalId=8718396&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=ZDZv…
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Each month, The MLC takes the data for unpaid usage from prior distribution periods and
reprocesses it using our current musical works data. This reprocessing allows us to apply
data from registrations submitted after the initial distribution to those initially unpaid uses.
Over the course of last year, our reprocessing efforts allowed us to distribute well over ten
million dollars in royalties to our Members. In just our first two distributions of 2022, our
reprocessing of the remaining usage data from those 2021 periods has allowed us to
distribute another $5+ million to that total. As a result, the current match rates for all nine
of the usage periods we processed in 2021 have now increased to between 85 and 88
percent.

We have been working hard since last fall to prepare the historical unmatched royalty data
we received from DSPs for processing. We are pleased to report that we have made great
progress, and anticipate beginning to make this historical unmatched royalty data
available in our Matching Tool for Members to search over the next few months.
As a refresher, while DSPs were required to transfer their historical unmatched royalties to
The MLC in February of 2021, those services had another six months to deliver all of the
data files associated with those royalties, and a handful of services subsequently
delivered adjustments to their data files when they delivered their annual statements of
usage for 2020. By the end of last summer, The MLC had received more than 4,000 data
files from the 21 DSPs that transferred historic unmatched royalties.
Since then, The MLC has been methodically reviewing those files, opening each file, one
at a time, reviewing the data, identifying and resolving any issues we find, and then
preparing those files to be ingested into our internal systems so we can then begin
running them through our matching process.

Learn More

The MLC has recently launched new data management tools for our Members – the Claiming
Tool and Public Search API – as well as a suite of resources for French-speaking
rightsholders.
https://8718396.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/68324353083?portalId=8718396&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=ZDZv…
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Claiming Tool
In early February, we launched the initial version of our Claiming Tool - the newest
addition to our suite of data management tools for Members.
Public Search API
The first version of The MLC’s Public Search API is also now available in BETA. Once setup, the Public Search API allows users to retrieve information about works in The MLC
database directly from their own computer systems.
French-Language Resource Page
The MLC recently published a brand new French-language resource page, to help French
speaking rightsholders learn about The MLC and the benefits of becoming a Member.

View New Resources and Tools

UPCOMING WEBINARS
Join us for our March upcoming webinars!
Click below to learn more and register
View All Upcoming Webinars

Axios - Major Leap for Streaming Royalties
Billboard - Revealed: Billboard’s 2022 Women In Music Top Executives
Billboard - The 2022 Billboard Power List Revealed
DIY Musician - What is the MLC, and do I still need a publisher?

The Support Team Is Here For You!
The Support Team is available Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. CT
Please note that The MLC Support Team will be closing at 2 p.m. CT on Thursday, March 24
Normal business hours will resume on Friday, March 25.

Contact Support
https://8718396.hubspotpreview-na1.com/_hcms/preview/content/68324353083?portalId=8718396&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=ZDZv…
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The Mechanical Licensing Collective, 333 11th Avenue South, Suite 200, Nashville, TN 37203, United
States, 615-488-3653
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